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Nuclear

UK forger set for nuclear expansion

In 2005 the UK-based steel manufacturer,
Sheffield Forgemasters International (SFIL),
was on the brink of disaster.

The 200-year-old business had been acquired
by American company Atchison, which had left
the Sheffield company with debts. The UK
group was losing £0.5M a month, had a debt of
£3.5M and a £65M pension deficit. As well as
making no investment the American group had
made a number of redundancies. 

At one point the forger was three hours
away from closing but a management buyout
(MBO) on 19 September 2005 ensured the
company did not close. 

The MBO was engineered by Dr Graham
Honeyman, chief executive of Forgemasters
and aided by several local politicians and this
secured the company’s jobs.

The MBO hinged around a £65M deficit
carried by Forgemasters £120M pension fund,
which made a buyout implausible. This was
compounded by a £10M inter-company debt
and a possible £10M clean up cost for a
French foundry left by the former US owners.

The deal was made possible through a com-
plex agreement aided by the UK government’s
Pension Protection Fund (PPF), which solved
the bankrupt company’s pension fund deficit
and enabled the buyout to succeed.

Now with a turnover of £114M, SFIL
exports 78% of its products, has offices world-
wide, is owned by its management and work-
force, with two thirds of the workforce owning
company shares and an order book worth
£140M. Between 2004 and 2009 sales have
trebled from £48.5M to £140M (Fig 1).

But it still has plans to expand further. The
group has entered a variety of markets to
ensure it is not at the mercy of a single indus-
try. It now exports to China, Germany, Austria
and Russia among others and has a workforce
of 809, which includes 70 apprentices. It has
invested more than £22M in the last two years,
which is more than the total investment of the
last 10 years. Investments include a 4kt press
and a new machine shop.

UK-based Sheffield Forgemasters
International has gone from strength to
strength since a management buyout in
2005. The company makes forgings for
the nuclear industry and wants to install
a 15kt press to compete globally. Its
existing certifications for such work puts
it 10-15 years ahead of new entrants.

Nuclear growth
The company wants to install a 15kt forging
press, one of the largest in the world, which
would allow it to produce components for a
new generation of nuclear power stations.

It has its sights on the nuclear power indus-
try, where there is a global shortfall in capacity
for ultra large forgings for the civil nuclear
power generation market.

Global demand for high capacity, low car-
bon technologies will mean that the nuclear
renaissance will be strong, universal and sus-
tained (Fig 2).

Future estimates vary but the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) said that by 2050 world nuclear capac-
ity would be a minimum 580GW but could be
as much as 1400GW. At its minimum, during
the next 40 years 450 stations in the world will
be closed and replaced by 500 new ones. On
average 13 plants a year will be built during the
next 30 years. There will also be work on
extending plants with many requiring new,
replacement steam generators. Not only are
plant numbers growing but their sizes are also
increasing, leading to larger forging sizes (Fig 3).

According to SFIL company director Peter
Birtles, capacity for ultra large nuclear forg-
ings can only be met by a handful of global
suppliers.

The world’s capability to make large and
ultra large forgings for the nuclear industry is
currently restricted to the equivalent of five to
seven reactor supply systems a year.

However the average nuclear construction
rate between 2010 and 2030 is expected to be
around 12 to 13 new reactors a year.

In order to place Britain in a position to
capitalise on this deficit, SFIL is looking to see
how it can, within the next three years, make
major castings and forgings for the power gen-
eration industry.

It is in discussions with partners about
finance to install a 15kt press to compete in
the nuclear market.

Among the economic factors which led
SFIL to its decision is that critical forgings for
8-10 nuclear stations, the number often men-
tioned for initial new construction in the UK,
will cost over £230M ($376M) at today’s
world market prices. Given today’s UK capaci-
ty circumstances, more than 80% of that
would need to be imported.

Global shortage
In 2006 Japan Steel Works (JSW) met the
majority of total world demand. Other current
viable suppliers are France’s Areva, which is
boosting forging capacity at its Sfarsteel busi-
ness unit, Russia’s OMZ, otherwise known as
Uralmash-Izhora Group, which is 100% com-
mitted to Russian requirements, and South
Korea’s Doosan, which is wholly committed to
the Korean and Chinese markets.

In October 2007, OMZ said it aimed to
double production of large and super large
forgings at its Izhora Production Complex
and produce other nuclear related equip-
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The difficulty faced by new large nuclear
forging entrants is the length of time it takes
to gain the necessary technical quality assur-
ance approvals, such as the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, or ASME, certifica-
tion.

With ASME approval already in place,
SFIL’s advantage is clear. It can be immediate-
ly fully competent and approved for all the
larger critical nuclear forgings regardless of
design if the proposed installation of the new
press at its Brightside Lane, Sheffield site is
completed.

For new starters in the forging business, the
approval takes five to 15 years, depending on
the technical help they can attract. Doosan is
the most recent entrant to this market and it
took them around 20 years to gain certification.

China has installed two large presses and
similar plans are underway in India but these
are still five to 10 years away from internation-
ally approved certification and will be dedicat-
ed to Chinese and Indian domestic needs for
some years.

New press
A proposed 15kt press at SFIL would enable
production of the 500t ingots necessary for cre-
ation of the reactor pressure vessel nozzle ring.
Its 10kt press, which is 50 years old, was refur-
bished in the late 1980s. It is a good machine
producing almost all the company’s nuclear
components, but it cannot make the largest
pieces for the nuclear island. It can handle
300t ingots but these are not large enough. 

Reactor pressure vessel nozzle rings are the

ment for at least three or more reactors per
year by 2011.

However, only JSW can currently produce
the largest forging parts required for reactor
pressure vessels in the western world. Though
JSW has plans to almost double its capacity
for ultra large forgings beyond 2010, with the
installation of another 14.5kt press, the poten-
tial shortfall in the production of such compo-
nents is still enormous. 

It is such a large shortfall that SFIL is not the
only other company thinking of investing in the
necessary facilities. However, it would be the
first into production if its plans are successful.

Other companies across the globe are plan-
ning to install large forging presses but not
necessarily to produce nuclear forgings and
some of these are now postponing such plans
in light of the global credit crisis and economic
downturn.

While OMZ, JSW and Areva are increasing
their nuclear capacity, others are installing
large forging presses without the relevant tech-
nology to produce for civil nuclear markets.

Forge Saar, formerly SaarSchmiede, is
installing a 12kt press in Germany for non-
nuclear and Japan Casting & Forging
Corporation is also installing a large press for
the production of non-nuclear forgings. 

Italy’s Vienna Forge is putting in a 10kt
press for crucial non-nuclear work and Korea’s
Doosan bought the Romanian forge, IMGB,
to increase its total capacity for non-nuclear
forgings. SFIL is not aware of firm commit-
ments by any other large forging manufactur-
ers to install new nuclear forging capacity.
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largest of several sections that make up the
pressure vessels of such designs as Areva’s
EPR and the Toshiba-Westinghouse AP1000,
both of which are being considered for UK
construction. The EPR pressure vessel consists
of seven large component parts, while the
AP1000 has four. The nozzle ring fits just
under the pressure vessel head (Fig 4+5).

Areva, which expects to decide shortly on
further heavy component manufacturing capa-
bility, announced that its forward plan in the
near term is to rely on JSW for production of
these ultra large nozzle rings.

SFIL currently designs and manufactures
forgings, castings and components for market
sectors including defence for naval nuclear
power generation, oil and gas exploration,
hydro and thermal power generation, marine
and construction.

Approximately 5-6% of SFIL’s expected
total revenues are from civil nuclear power
forgings. If the average of SFIL’s expectations
over the next 15 years are considered, but with
the addition of a 15kt press, that percentage
could go up to 20-25% on much larger rev-
enues (Table 1).

SFIL has already placed a £6M order with
South Korean firm Hunt Bud (HB)
Engineering for a 4kt press, which was due to
be operational mid 2009. This will comple-
ment the 2.5kt and 10kt presses to handle
mid-sized forgings.

The 15kt press would mean SFE could chal-
lenge businesses such as Japan Steel Works
(JSW) and SFAR of France to build the com-
ponents for a Reactor Pressure Vessel in a
nuclear plant. The company is in talks with
potential backers about funding the £70M
investment for the press including venture
capitalists, banks and the UK government. �
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Fig 4 The core
components of
a typical PWR
reactor are all
large, hollow,
steel pressure
vessels made mostly
from large forgings

Table 1 Expected outputs from proposed
investment at SFIL

Output Impact

New Jobs created 200+ (Internal)

200 (External)

Safeguarded Jobs 800+

New Sales (Domestic) £230M

New Export Sales £60M/yr

Safeguarded Sales £140m/yr
UK Nuclear Program Build Underpinned
Schedule

Fig 3 Capacity and
demand for heavy
nuclear forgings to
2020 (000t)

Fig 5 Total forging weight required for AP1000 and EPR reactors


